
 

Headmistress’s Speech: Prize Day 2021 

 

Chairman, Governors, students, staff, parents, ladies and gentlemen all a very warm 

welcome from me to the CLSG Prize Day 2021. By hook or by crook, we have made it 

here – and honestly, aside from anything else, that feels like something richly to be 

celebrated this year. We last met as a school in this place in Oct 2019, when a crisis 

was a missing Prize Day tea (we’re confident we’ve avoided that particular challenge 

this year).  

Who would have thought that the entire school, lock stock and barrel, would move 

online, that bubbles, burst bubbles, mask, zoom-rooms, digital marking, online 

assessments, Teams-based form-times, digital assemblies, clubs, rehearsals, sports 

practices, talks, lectures, parent evenings, all would become the sourdough-baked 

bread and butter of CLSG school life?  

And it was surely the first time, in the history of CLSG, that negative test results have 

been a source of celebration and joy for staff and pupils alike? 

At times, this year, it felt pretty unimaginable that we would be gathered in this space 

together.  

The poet John Donne talked of:  ‘Millions and millions of unimaginable spaces’ 

I don’t quote him because it chimes so well with our vision: ‘to inspire pupils to find 

their space to pioneer’, nor because as Dean of St Paul’s in the later part of his life, 

Donne is a CLSG local.  

No, rather because it feels right for all sorts of reasons for this most special of Prize 

Day celebrations in this most special of spaces to think about those ‘unimaginable 

spaces’ and what we achieved in them together last year.  

And with great hope for the future today we also report how we aim to ensure that 

CLSG continues to equip our pupils with the skills to pioneer those spaces – 

understand them, be brave in them and lead in them.  

And we also today as the Chairman has reminded us, remember two of our own 

pupils, whose deaths left their own unimaginable space behind them: Haadia Irfan 

who died in March 2021 and 20 years this year after her death, Amelia Ward.  

Our Leavers ceremony last term (itself forced into different space) opened with Aliya 

reading the wonderful Maya Angelou poem: When Great Trees Fall, which ends like 

this:  



 

‘Ours senses whisper to us… they existed. They existed/We can be. Be and be/Better. 

For they existed.’ 

It’s hard to imagine a more moving and inspirational tribute to Haadia, indeed both 

these two pupils. Amelia Ward loved her community and gave so much service to the 

school through her love of acting and debating. Haadia’s prize: the prize for Social 

Action and Awareness reflects Haadia’s deep desire to ‘make a difference’ in part by 

exercising what one pupil called ‘her force field of warmth and happiness’. I did not 

have the pleasure of knowing Amelia or Haadia, but what has emerged from all the 

reflections and memories from those who did – is that their existence as well as their 

untimely departure from us do indeed make us want to be and be better. One of 

Haadia’s form described her as ‘always smiling’. What a simple and perfect tribute. 

Similarly Mr Morley, our previous Director of Drama, of Amelia remembers: a 

delightfully exuberant and enthusiastic young lady whose smile seemed to make you 

smile too!  

The memory of their warmth and joy remains. It is clearly something they shared. 

They also share the fitting memorial that owing to the generosity of family and 

teachers alike both pupils have prizes awarded in their names.  

So we welcome particularly Sir Alan and Kate Ward and Mr and Mrs Yunis. We are so 

glad that you can be with us to witness the awarding of respectively their 20th and 

first prize.  

And we want you to know that memories of your daughters are with us still in this 

community and will be for as long as this ceremony endures.  

So last year has forced us in our magic City box to look outwards to new space: to a 

world changed forever by crisis. Out of that unimagined change comes great 

reinvention and nowhere is that truer than in the seismic cultural shifts that have 

begun in the wake of the Black Lives Matter movement and more recently the 

Everyone’s invited movement both of which called for durable and overdue cultural 

change.  

Our commitment to diversity and inclusion work runs like a golden thread through our 

school’s strategy. The Race Equality Review, for instance, shared with CLS, is a first 

step in a journey which is all about celebrating, measuring and bettering the 

experience of every pupil and every member of staff in this school. It’s about looking 

at equality squarely and openly, understanding the ways in which individual 

experiences can be different and difficult and challenging ourselves to do better; 



 

governed always by very simple principles so crucial to this school of respect and of 

compassion and courtesy.  

We recognise that this is a universal issue and we need a collective solution. We need 

to work together and over time to ensure that we can deliver on this agenda in a way 

that makes a sustained and meaningful difference. And we have started this year with 

an audit of our curriculum, with equality training for staff and governors, with new 

diversity and inclusion leadership in the SMT and with better and embedded scrutiny 

and tracking of our ethnicity data and progress at all measuring points.  

Equally important, is that our bursary and partnership funding will continue next year. 

Bursaries this year supported 13% of our pupil community, the vast majority of those, 

on fully-funded bursaries. We are profoundly grateful to all of those here today: our 

partners in the City, Livery masters and parents for their support to make this happen 

and to change lives.  And we are delighted that the Horners, the Needlemakers and 

the Salters join us today.  Our thanks also, to the Mitchell Trust who continue to be 

donors and friends to CLSG. Our generous donors not only change the lives of 

individuals but also richly enhance the vitality, diversity of our school and help to make 

CLSG the down-to-earth, unstuffy, relaxed and respectful school that it is.  

As the Chairman has mentioned, we are also very proud to play such an active part in 

the Partnership work of the City. Our Deputy Head Partnership, with the Director of 

Partnership (a joint appointment with CLS) plan carefully with our partners; with the 

City of London School and City Freemen’s School; with Shoreditch Park and all the City 

family of schools to build impactful, sustainable, mutually beneficial partnerships 

aiming to address inequality and disadvantage.  

To select only a few of the projects we have worked on with our colleagues and peer 

schools and other institutions. Last summer Year 11 CLSG pupils provided 95 work and 

teaching support placements in seven of the City family of schools. Our reading 

mentors continued to work with pupils at Galleywall Primary School, classics and 

maths teaching at Shoreditch Park continue and we are facilitating a new maths hub 

with the other City schools and Redriff primary school.  

We are so pleased to be joining with other schools on a pilot with Royal SpringBoard 

to place young people on the edge of care in schools; to work with Linklaters to offer 

workshops on workplace skills for young people across London. We are uniquely 

placed in the City by working together can widen the academic opportunities, 

wellbeing and connectedness of young people across London. And that is a very clear 

and very important goal for us.  



 

Equally critical to our community, are our alumnae who have been so well-served by 

CLOGA for many years. They too have moved into new space with a new alumnae 

forum this year to offer a new and inclusive programme for our alumnae community. 

During lockdown the penpal scheme between our pupils and alumnae boosted morale 

and forged new links with old friends. I was touched to hear from one faithful and 

fervent alumna attendee of our new digital lecture programme; City@6 from the 

States. She felt that the lectures had ‘saved her life’ in the way they reminded and 

connected her with what she loved about CLSG.  

And of course, this community quite literally would not exist, without our tremendous 

CLSG parents. I’d like to thank you all parents, for your unflagging warmth and support 

over the last two years; for your encouragement, and good humour during the various 

vicissitudes of Covid. It’s been a pleasure to share bandwidth with you online, in 

various meetings – not least, the tremendous, Friends and Prep Friends meetings and 

thank you Friends for the great work you do for the school.   

Sincere thanks to you all. I’m acutely aware, also, parents, of the energy and input that 

may have been required from you, in some cases, to ensure your child was up, at their 

desk, appropriately clad and ready to go by the start of period 1.    

I’ve talked about new spaces – and there were plenty of those this year: not just here 

in the greatest of all school playgrounds – the City, where as the Chairman mentioned 

we have carved out new space for our Prep and we have done so owing in large part 

to the great collaboration, advice and frankly remorseless exercise of will from the City 

Surveyors. I learned from them about a whole new fault that it’s possible to have: 

Optimism bias… Well, all I can say, working with totally committed governors, a brave 

Chair and Deputy Chair and the finest senior management team in the country and 

our enthusiastic colleagues at CLS on this project meant that even my wildest 

optimism has not so far been unfounded!  

We know that we need to keep focused on ensuring that our space serves the 

excellence of our education properly and allows for the school to grow and develop as 

it should, first by renewing and extending our science laboratories and improving our 

in-school dining. And where better to celebrate that aim in this room? A place which 

itself rose phoenix like from the ashes of the City after the great plague and great fire, 

as Samuel Pepys in his diary reminds us:  

In 1665 he reports from the thick of pandemic 17th century style being:  



 

At Cripplegate, (right next to our school) ..I find all the towne almost going out of 

towne, the coaches and waggons being all full of people going into the country with a 

great fear of the plague among them.  

Worse was to follow in 1666 just after the fire when he finds himself:  

so back again through the City by Guildhall, observing the ruines thereabouts, till I did 

truly lose myself.   

And what was the solution you ask yourselves? How did he find himself again: Well 

listen to this:  

Then to walk all alone in the fields behind Grayes Inne, and thence took two or three 

wanton turns about the idle places and lanes about there  

Without looking too deeply into what Pepys may have found in those wanton turns 

about idle places, I look forward to sharing with you our new exciting space in Gray’s 

Inn this time next year.  

My point is that resilience, re-growth, forging new space, out of the comfort and 

beauty of old structures is absolutely what the City is and may I say what this school is. 

The City of London has always re-emerged and will do again. We honour that 

resourcefulness, that pioneering spirit and have it weaved into our core values.  

And it is that resourcefulness that I want to spend a moment on: I have found it in my 

first two years here around every corner… amongst the staff, the parents and, 

absolutely above all, in our incredible pupils. Many of whom, of course, are rightly 

being recognised and lauded here today. We are pleased and proud that that is the 

case, of course, but all of our pupils, I have to tell you, have been a source of delight 

and amusement and inspiration for us throughout this year and most particularly may 

I mention 2021 Leavers. I read your UCAS forms this time last year and felt such joy 

and hope for the future! I know just how resilient, courageous and impressive you 

have been. Events demanded much of you over the last years, as you found 

yourselves, like the rest of us, part of history. And quite simply, you totally rose to it.  

And I particularly want to acknowledge here the resourcefulness and hard work shown 

by Year 11s and Year 13s as they adjusted to the shifting government requirements 

over the last 18 months and engaged and with such good heart, with the demands of 

A levels and GCSEs done under all the uncertainty of Covid; in the Salters’ Hall. We are 

full of admiration for you and for the results you achieved in what was a rigorous, and 

demanding assessment process and for the teachers, and heads of department all 

martialled calmly through days of ‘TAGging’ and ‘CAGging’ without sagging under Mr 



 

Codd’s sterling leadership. We are not allowed to publish the detail of our results yet, 

but if we could you would know that they were superb! Our best ever. Well done.  

What I can report and do celebrate with you is the value added measure arising from 

those results. That tells us that we add more value to each pupil than 99 out of a 100 

of our peer schools.  

So CLSG pupils as a whole, and in particular our prize winners and leavers well done 

for this and thank you. You make CLSG the warm, exciting, dynamic and caring place 

that I and my colleagues are so proud to be working in.  

I think of the spirited way in which you engaged with House Drama Covid-style: House 

film; of that halcyon Sports Day, of our pupils learning golf around the Barbican, I think 

of undiminished fund-raising for Mission and other charities: the great sponsored walk 

last summer, of incredible feats of learning beyond the classroom. Last year alone we 

have enjoyed the published poetry, fanfiction and articles some of you have written 

for periodicals, or the CityIssue; we congratulate our Foyles Poetry competition finalist 

and Evening Standard creative writing prize winner. Not to mention the five winners of 

the BBC Young Writers National competition, two are from CLSG.  

A shout out to the Drama students – whose exam pieces were startlingly good; and if 

our revels of a promenade Tempest were ended, well the Midsummer dream that was 

Moatfest was one of the finest celebrations of blended student and professional 

theatre in the country; I note our musicians too: whom we hear again today and who 

kept our spirits up so magnificently through beautiful singing, playing, stunning online 

concerts, a carol service filmed in St Giles,  even filmed versions for the whole school 

of Christmas songs. We have a newly revitalised Chess team – and while digital space 

has serious limitations, there are silver linings: our debaters are seriously global 

players now. They collectively debated students from over 20 different countries in 

five continents, debating against the US and Dutch national teams, to name just two 

and winning the novice finals.  

EPQ moved to lectures and tutorials online making maximum use of CLSG digital 

technology in lockdown allowing students to access resources and teaching from 

universities such as Leeds. Two projects submitted in November 2020 were singled 

out by the exam board as exemplary research. 

Duke of Edinburgh award found ways to keep going against all odds flourished so that 

54 pupils took their silver expedition this year and 30 their Gold.  



 

I’ve only scratched the surface of the incredible things done here on the co-curricular 

front over the last year and often in pretty remarkable ways and embedding coaching 

techniques into the way we go about our lives as staff and pupils has and will continue 

to help us to foster that adaptability and ambition that makes this all possible.  

Samuel Pepys diary describes the courage and heroism found in ordinary people when 

the extraordinary happens. That is part of the joy of his diary and it sits at the heart of 

humanity and the heart of education too. 

We’ve also been so fortunate in the support of our amazing Governors, our 

wonderful, dedicated Chair Nick Bensted-Smith and our Deputy Chair, Peter Bennett 

and the entire Governing Board, whose care, oversight and engagement with this 

school, has been outstanding, even though many of them have been managing their 

own very demanding careers. It’s no small feat to govern a school in normal times, to 

do so, during such a crisis, with wisdom and calm, is something else entirely and we 

thank them here.  

Which brings me, of course, to our staff. None of what has been achieved this last year 

could have happened without the monumental efforts of our extraordinary talented 

unflagging staff.  

Staff have brought to their roles total dedication and a sense of fun– whether they are 

running the estate, providing the food, preparing the premises, teaching, assessing, 

administering, running trips or shows or competitions –they’ve been amazing. They 

adapted with fortitude and great generosity. I would also like to pay tribute to the 

Senior Management Team, whose leadership over the last 12 months, has been 

utterly remarkable, both the core team, and secondees alike. They have kept the show 

on the road, had good ideas and dealt with the challenges and stresses of a global 

pandemic, a national outcry, wildly vacillating exam requirements with varying 

degrees of despair or hilarity but always total commitment.  

And 2021 Leavers, you all played your part in making our staff and indeed the whole 

school feel valued, and part of a great collective effort. We were so touched and 

tickled by your thank you to all staff generated by the most wonderful of head girl 

teams and senior committee. But not just with that charming film, but in all the ways 

in which you through your whole selves into this school. As I think of your contribution 

to our school in the thick of the pandemic, I’m reminded of a pertinent quote from 

Malcolm X, (which relies on its hearers visualising the phrase written down for its full 

effect). 



 

He said: When ‘I’ is replaced with We, even illness becomes wellness’. That’s the thing 

the teamwork here, the beaten gold of our community, really has defeated the worst 

excesses that the pandemic threw at us.  

So, to end this speech and (we trust) the worst of the lockdown era where I began, 

with Donne and without apology, since Donne, a great lover of circles, often found 

resolution in that most comforting of spaces: the sphere.  

No-one can have their cake and eat it like a metaphysical poet and none more so than 

John Donne. Those ‘millions and millions of unimaginable spaces’ he invites us into 

become of course imagined through the very act of invitation.  

And it is in this duality that we rest: everyone here has been both an agent of change 

and held structures firm; has met with people while being far apart.  Donne invites us 

into is the limitless space of the imagination which will be one of the key qualities for 

you, Year 14, as you move into university and all those untraveled places gleaming 

ahead of you.  Your future is waiting and my word it needs you – and all the 

resourceful, kind, intelligence and imagination. 

 

Thank you.  

 


